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INDIAN SCHOOL AL WADI AL KABIR 

GRADE IX ENGLISH 2023-24 
THE FUN THEY HAD 

 

Extract Based Questions: Read the passage given below and answer the questions that follow. 
 
Question 1: 
“Today Tommy found a real book!” 
It was a very old book. Margie’s grandfather once said that when he was a little boy his grandfather told 
him that there was a time when all stories were printed on paper.  

1. The old book was found by …………. 
2. Margie was surprised to see the book because ………. 
3. Pick out a word from the following which means ‘small’: 

(a) old 
(b) once 
(c) little 
(d) very 

4. ‘Old people orally transferred knowledge to the youngsters’. Elaborate in about 40 words, with 
reference to the extract 

Answer: 
1. Tommy 
2. all the stories were printed on paper 
3. Little 
4. In the olden days, when printed media was not popular, society preserved knowledge in the 

memory of the people. They orally transferred these bundles of knowledge to their young ones. 
The villages of India preserved and transferred knowledge in this way and some branches of 
knowledge might have been forgotten and lost as well. 
 

Question 2: 
It was a very old book. Margie’s grandfather once said that when he was a little boy his grandfather told 
him that there was a time when all stories were printed on paper. They turned the pages, which were 
yellow and crinkly, and it was awfully funny to read words that stood still instead of moving the way 
they were supposed to-on a screen. 

1. Why the pages of the book were yellow? 
2. Did Margie see the book for the first time? 
3. Trace a word from the passage that means ‘with many folds or lines’. 
4. Why is it fair to say that it was awfully funny to read words that stood still? Answer in about 40 

words 
Answer: 

1. The pages of the book were yellow because the book was quite old. 
2. Yes, Margie saw the book for the first time. 
3. Crinkly. 
4. These children are not familiar with printed books. They read virtual books. While they scroll up 

and down, the words and lines move up and down and sometimes, side to side as well. But as  
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far as a printed book is concerned, you need to manually turn the pages and the words wouldn’t 
move. So, they feel it is funny.  

 
Question 3: 
Margie went into the schoolroom. It was right next to her bedroom and the mechanical teacher was on 
and waiting for her. It was always on at the same time every day except Saturday and Sunday because 
her mother said little girls learned better if they learned at regular hours. 

1. Where was Margie’s schoolroom? 
2. Explain ‘mechanical teacher was on’. 
3. Write the opposite of ‘regular’.  
4. Share your view on ‘little girls learned better if they learned at regular hours’. 

Answer: 
1. Margie’s schoolroom was next to her bedroom. 
2. Computer was on. 
3. Irregular. 
4. I support this view. Punctuality plays a major role in learning. Moreover, if we learn at regular 

hours, our minds and body will be prepared to perform the task. If we do something in regular 
hours, it will become a habit and we won’t feel it as a burden. 

 
Question 4: 
“Because it’s not our kind of school, stupid. This is the old kind of school that they had hundreds and 
hundreds of years ago.” He added loftily. 

1. Who is ‘he’ in the above lines? 
2. “Our kind of school.” What kind of school do they have? 
3. Trace the word from the extract that means “in a superior way”. 
4. Explain the attitude of the speaker in about 40 words with reference to the extract. 

Answer: 
1. ‘He’ in the above lines is Tommy. 
2. They have future classrooms with mechanical teachers. 
3. Loftily. 
4. Tommy has a superiority complex and thinks that he knows better than Margie. He doesn’t like 

the system of education and books they used centuries ago. He even feels that having printed 
books is a waste. He is not ready to listen to Margie and respect her views and thoughts. 
 

Question 6: 
Margie did so with a sigh. She was thinking about the old schools they had when her grandfather’s 
grandfather was a little boy. All the kids from the whole neighborhood came, laughing and shouting in 
the schoolyard, sitting together in the schoolroom, and going home together at the end of the day. They 
learned the same things so that they could help one another with the homework and talk about it. 

1. Which school is Margie thinking about in the above lines? 
2. What is the advantage of those old schools? 
3. Which word in the passage means “breathing out deeply”?   
4. Elaborate in about 40 words why Margie started liking the old kind of schools. 

Answer: 
1. Margie is thinking about the school of her grandfather’s grandfather when he was a little boy. 
2. The advantage of the old school was that everyone used to learn the same thing and could help 

each other in the homework. The children could go and come together also. 
3. Sigh. 
4. Basically, man is a social animal. He likes to be in a group. Especially children love to be with 

their peers and parents. Margie missed all these interactions. She feels that old kinds of schools 
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are helpful in the overall development of a child as there are a lot of chances to have social 
interaction and communication. 

 
Short Answer Type Questions (About 30-40 words each) 
 
Question 1: 
How was the book that Tommy found different from his own books?   
Answer: 
The book that Tommy found was an old, real book which belonged to his grandfather’s grandfather. It 
had crinkly, yellow pages whereas, Tommy’s books were telebooks by mechanical teachers, computers. 
 
Question 2: 
What kind of book did Tommy show to Margie?   
Answer: 
The book that Tommy showed to Margie was an old, real book which belonged to his grandfather’s. 
It had crinkly yellow pages, where all the stories were printed on paper and the words stood still. 
 
Question 3: 
Why did Margie hope that the County Inspector would take away her mechanical teacher?  
Answer: 
Margie hoped that the County Inspector would take away her mechanical teacher because she had 
performed poorly in all the geography tests and had developed a strong disliking for the school. 
 
Question 4: 
Tommy thought the old books were funny and a big waste. Why?   
Answer: 
Tommy thought that the old books were a waste because the words stood still and did not run. He also 
thought that they were a big waste because they could not be reused like the screen of their mechanical 
teacher. 
 
Question 5: 
What did County Inspector do to improve Margie’s performance?   
Answer: 
The County Inspector found that the geography sector had been geared too quick. He slowed it up to an 
average 10-years level. He found the overall pattern of Margie quite satisfactory. 
 
Question 6: 
What kind of teachers did Margie and Tommy have?   
Answer: 
Margie and Tommy had mechanical teachers, computer, and telebooks. Their school had. no separate 
building. They had robotic teachers showing lessons and testing papers. Their teachers were always on 
and kept waiting for them. 
 
Question 7: 
Why did Margie hate school?  
Answer: 
Margie hated school, which was a room in her house only, because her teacher was a mechanical one. It 
kept giving her test papers where answers had to be written as punch codes. The results were given 
instantaneously. 
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Question 8: 
What differences do you find in the present school and the school described in the lesson ‘The Fun They 
Had’?   
Answer: 
In present-day schools, students study together in a separate building and teachers are human beings 
whereas, in the lesson, the school was at home and the teacher was mechanical. 
 
Question 9: 
How does Tommy describe the old kind of teachers?   
Answer: 
Earlier, the teachers were not mechanical teachers, they taught the children in a special building where 
all children went to learn. They asked questions and gave them home work. 
 
Question 10: 
Why did Margie find the book strange?   
Answer: 
The book had yellow and crinkly pages and the words standing still unlike moving on a screen. When 
they turned back to the pages read before, there were the same words on it when they read it the first 
time. All these things were strange for Margie. 
 
Question 11: 
Why did Margie’s mother send for the County Inspector? What did he do? 
Answer: 
Margie was not performing well in her geography tests. The County Inspector took the teacher apart 
and put it together again as its geography sector was geared a little too quick. 
 
Question 12: 
Why was Margie doing badly in geography? What did the County Inspector do to help her? 
Answer:  
Margie had been doing badly in geography. This was because the mechanical teacher was very fast in 
displaying the questionnaire. The County Inspector adjusted its speed up to an average ten-year level. 
Thus, the mechanical teacher’s speed was controlled appropriately. The County Inspector assured that 
the overall pattern of Margie’s progress was quite satisfactory. 
 
Question 13:  
What had once happened to Tommy’s teacher? 
Answer:  
Tommy’s teacher was taken away for nearly a month because the history sector had blanked out 
completely. So, Tommy had nothing to do during that period. He only relaxed and enjoyed. 
 
Question 14:  
Did Margie have regular days and hours for school? If so, why? 
Answer:  
Yes, Margie had regular days and hours for school because her mother said little girls learned better if 
they learned at regular hours. 
 
Long Answer Type Questions (About 80-100 words each) 
 
Question 1: 
Do you agree with Margie that schools today are more fun than the school in the story? Give reasons for 
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your answer. 
Answer:  
There is no doubt that today’s schools are funnier than the future school discussed in the story. This 
school has nothing but a mechanical teacher with no emotions and sentiments. It does not have the 
ability to understand the psychology of a child. Moreover, it guides a pupil according to its adjusted 
modes. But today’s schools work for the overall development of a child. They learn the same thing. The 
teaches are real human beings. They learn how to adapt themselves to the new surroundings and cope 
with the strangers. The students sit and learn together. These activities don’t give vent to the feelings of 
depression, alienation and segregation. 
 
Question 2: 
How was Margie’s school different from the schools that existed hundreds of years ago?  
Answer: 
Margie’s school was at home. She had a mechanical teacher, tele books, no other students were there in 
the class and work was fed in by the mechanical teacher by punch codes. Whereas, the old schools had 
proper buildings, many students, human teachers who gave homework and asked questions. Everyone 
learned the same things and books were of paper. So, it is clearly visible that Margie’s school was totally 
different from the schools that existed hundreds of years ago. 
 
Question 3: 
Why did Margie hate school? Why did she think the old kind of school must have been fun? 
Answer:  
Margie hated her school because she had a mechanical teacher. It was in her house. She was supposed 
to sit in that room alone to complete her home task or assignments. The part Margie hated most was 
the slot where she had to put homework and test papers. She thought that the old schools must have 
been fun because the students used to sit together in the classroom. They enjoyed, laughed and 
shouted in the schoolyard. Children needed company to enhance their skills. If they are isolated, they 
get depressed and dejected. 
 
Value Based Question (4 marks each) 
 
Question 1: 
‘Machines can’t replace human beings.’ Explain this in 80-100 words with reference to the Lesson ‘The 
Fun They Had’.   
OR 
In context of the lesson ‘The Fun They Had’ do you think mechanical teachers or computer instructors 
cannot replace humans as teachers. 
Answer: 
A teacher not only has to teach and explain things but also has to understand the mindset of the 
students. A computer instructor will only be able to deliver the lesson but will not be able to understand 
the problems of the students. A teacher (human) emotionally connects to the students to make the child 
comfortable but this is not the case with a mechanical teacher. Teaching can be best done by a person 
because then only will they be able to pass on the correct values and lessons to the students. 
 
Question 2: 
In spite of all comforts and luxuries in today’s world, our grandparents still cherish their own time when 
life was quite tough. Give your own views regarding this in 80-100 words.  
Answer: 
Our grandparents lived during the years of 1950s to 1970s. At that time life was very simple yet tough. 
They had time to explore the surroundings and the world. They had parks to play with less of pollution 
around them. Mechanical gadgets were there but were used only for necessary activities. There were 
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rivers where they could go for picnics and treks without the fear of being getting any allergy. The school 
was more of a fun place where they met their friends. They studied but were not competing against 
each other. For them togetherness was important rather than competition. 
In today’s world we are competing against our friends. We have all the facilities of life but we do not 
have time for our family and friends. We like to play but on computers and play station rather than with 
our siblings and friends. 


